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Both the physical mechanisms as well as the modeling of negative bias
temperature instability (NBTI) have attracted growing attention during the last years. While the reaction-diffusion theory had been the
dominant explanation for a relatively long period, a growing number
of authors have recently voiced their doubts regarding its validity. We
give a brief review of suggested models and highlight their strengths
and, more importantly, their weaknesses. We take care not to get
lost in the intricacies of the various models by only qualitatively discussing their features. As will be shown, this is more than sufficient
to demonstrate considerable shortcomings. Finally, we summarize our
latest modeling attempts which try to overcome the observed modeling
contradictions and show comparisons to experimental data.
Introduction

Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) has been known for more than forty
years but has attracted growing attention recently. After a period when the reactiondiffusion (RD) theory (1, 2) reigned more or less undisputedly as the dominant explanation, a growing number of authors (3–9) have recently voiced their doubts regarding
its validity. In particular, whether NBTI is due to interface states and/or oxide charges
is amongst the most controversial issues at the time. This recent controversy has also
been fueled by the introduction of new fast measurement techniques, which are capable
of monitoring degradation and recovery in the microseconds regime.
In order to estimate device lifetimes, constant bias and temperature stress is conventionally employed. The stress bias is then interrupted at predefined times to determine the
degradation using a measure/stress/measure kind of technique (MSM)(10). Alternatively,
the degradation is monitored without the interruption of stress by using on-the-fly (OTF)
techniques (11). Conventionally, the shift in the threshold-voltage is taken as a measure
for degradation, although other critical device parameters degrade as well, for instance
the on-current and the mobility. While OTF techniques avoid recovery, the conversion of
the recorded drain-current degradation to a threshold-voltage shift is highly controversial
(12–14). In addition, changes in the charge-pumping currents are often recorded in order
to gain information on the relative importance of interface versus oxide charges.
Unfortunately, these ’constant stress condition’ setups have also traditionally been
used for the development of models. Recently it has been recognized that these models
fail to explain a number of features visible only under dynamic boundary conditions
(recovery induced by changes in the bias conditions, duty-factor dependent stress, etc.).

Examples are the ubiquitous log-like recovery observed to cover at least twelve decades
in time (5, 8), the strong bias sensitivity particularly to positive biases (15), a marked
duty-factor dependence (15–17), the presence of possibly two contributions (e.g., oxide
and interface charges) (4, 5, 18), and the initial log-like vs. the long term power-law-like
behavior (18–20). Consequently, we believe that a good understanding of the phenomenon
can only be developed by studying the degradation response to dynamic bias conditions.
Some critical issues which are only poorly understood at the time are
• Is NBTI due to interface and/or oxide charges?
• Why does recovery take much longer than degradation?
• Why does recovery follow a ubiquitous logarithmic behavior in various technologies, over a broad range of bias conditions and temperatures?
• Why does recovery strongly depend on gate bias, in particular positive bias
conditions?
• Why does the degradation show such a marked duty-factor dependence?
A number of models have been suggested to answer at least some of the questions raised
above. We have implemented these models in our numerical device and circuit simulator
minimos-NT (21) to fully understand their behavior without having to resort to simplified
analytical approximations. We have then benchmarked these models against real data to
see if they live up to their promises. In this review we will not ponder upon the exact
definition and details of these models nor on the differential equation sets that describe
them, which can be found in the referenced literature. Rather, we will qualitatively
describe the basic ideas of the model using energy diagram schematics which eventually
determine the model behavior, irrespective of minor details and choices of parameters.
Nonetheless, numerical simulation results will be given which undisputedly demonstrate
that most models are insufficient. Possible alternative modeling attempts will be suggested
and discussed.
Universal Relaxation
Empirical analysis of a large set of experimental data revealed that NBTI recovery follows a universal pattern (6, 15, 22, 23): when the relaxation data ∆Vth (ts , tr ) as a function
of the relaxation time tr taken after a stress time ts are normalized to the recovery-free
data (tr = 0) and plotted versus the ratio of the relaxation to the stress time (ξ = tr /ts ),
all data fall on a single universal curve. As an empirical expression for this universal
relaxation law
∆Vth (ts , tr )
1
r(ξ) =
=
[1]
∆Vth (ts , 0)
1 + Bξ β
has been suggested (6) with B and β as fit parameters. Later (15, 23), a permanent
component has been added to the model,
∆Vt (ts , tr ) = R(ts )r(tr /ts ) + P (ts ) .

[2]

Unfortunately, the model is purely empirical and therefore does not provide much insight
into the underlying microscopic processes, except for the fact that they must be able
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the atomic hydrogen reaction-diffusion model during stress and
relaxation.

to accommodate a large number of different timescales. It may nevertheless serve as a
touchstone for more detailed physics-based models. In particular, as will be shown in
the following, all extensions of the reaction-diffusion theory can be dismissed based on
this observation as they all introduce non-universal humps, that is, characteristic features
which occur at different normalized times, into the recovery characteristics (6, 24, 25).
Reaction-Diffusion Theory Based Models
Until recently, the reaction-diffusion theory, or variants thereof, have been used almost
exclusively for the explanation of NBTI. The basic idea behind this theory is summarized
as follows: initially, all existing interface states are passivated by hydrogen. Upon application of stress, the bonds are rapidly broken via a thermally and field-activated process
and the released hydrogen starts to diffuse away, either as atomic hydrogen or as H2 .
The diffusion of hydrogen is assumed to be slow and to control the overall dynamics.
The assumption of classical diffusion appears to be in contradiction to reports who have
demonstrated that hydrogen is a highly reactive species that readily interacts with the
medium it diffuses in (26, 27). As such, it is assumed that defect creation only occurs at
the interface in the form of dangling bonds.
In terms of energy levels this implies that the single-valued diffusion barrier for hydrogen is considerably larger than the binding energy of hydrogen at the interface state
during stress. Since diffusion of neutral hydrogen (H0 or H2 ) is commonly assumed, the
diffusion barriers do not change with field. Due to this considerable difference in barrier
heights, the forward and backward reactions at the interface are in quasi-equilibrium and
the density of depassivated interface states and the interfacial hydrogen concentration
is dictated by the mass-action law. Consequently, the mechanism is controlled by the
concentration of hydrogen at the interface, which in turn is assumed to follow a simple
standard diffusion equation (1).
The simplest variant of such a model assumes diffusion of atomic hydrogen and is
schematically depicted in Fig. 1. During the initial phase, which is very short and has
never been experimentally observed, the interface reaction comes into quasi-equilibrium.
During this phase, the degradation is directly proportional to the stress time ts . Once
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the molecular hydrogen reaction-diffusion model during stress and
relaxation.

quasi-equilibrium has been reached, the degradation is controlled by the diffusion of hy1/4
drogen and a power-law dependence of the form ts is obtained. As soon as the stress is
turned off, quasi-equilibrium at the interface requires that all interfacial hydrogen passivates an interface state, and thus the hydrogen concentration at the interface approaches
zero very quickly (at timescales well below any measurement resolution with the parameters conventionally used). Then, the refilling of this interfacial hydrogen layer by
backdiffusion controls the overall recovery. During this diffusion-limited recovery phase,
hydrogen also keeps diffusing away from the interface (28), making the recovery rate independent of the diffusion constant, which effectively cancels out (29). Furthermore, due
to the very large backward rate during recovery, the actual values of the rates entering
the mass-action law become basically irrelevant.
The atomic hydrogen version of the RD theory predicts the degradation to follow
1/4
ts , which is in decent agreement with measurement data acquired using larger delay
times. Faster measurements produce data with considerably smaller power-law exponents,
and the discovery of this effect triggered a refinement of the RD theory (30). In the
refined version, atomic hydrogen is assumed to dimerize instantly, thereby forming H2
with the overall degradation being now controlled by the diffusion of H2 , see Fig. 2. Due
to the change in the mass-action law, where now the square-root of the H2 concentration
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Figure 3: Left: Recovery simulated with the H and H2 RD models in comparison to a typical
experimental recovery trace take from Reisinger et al. (5). The simulated recovery occurs too
late and then too fast. Right: The impact of a measurement delay on the simulated RD
degradation vanishes after ts = 104 s, in contrast to experimental data where the delay also has
a significant impact after 104 s, as schematically indicated by the dotted lines.
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Figure 4: As a direct consequence of the failure to correctly describe recovery, the duty-factor
(DF) dependence of NBTI is also wrongly predicted by RD models. Left: Simulated impact
of DF stress in the time-domain. Right: Simulated degradation level after 6000 s stress as a
function of the DF. Experimental data show a very strong sensitivity around DF=100% (15, 16),
which is completely absent in the RD simulation. In contrast to the data, the prediction of the
RD model is proportional to DF1/3 .

replaces the concentration of H, a power-law exponent of 1/6 is obtained, which is closer
to faster experimental data. The recovery, on the other hand, is not affected by this model
refinement since the actual values of the rates only impact the very early recovery phase,
which occurs much earlier than the diffusion controlled recovery can set in and is only
responsible for a small fraction of the total recovery.

During recovery, both the H and the H2 version are universal in the sense of [1] and
well approximated by (6)
1
[3]
r(ξ) ≈
1 + ξ 1/2
As shown in Fig. 3, expression [3] predicts relaxation to occur within 4 decades in time,
in stark contrast to experimental data which cover at least 12 decades. Furthermore, the
predicted recovery does not depend on voltage and temperature, nor does it depend on any
parameters of the model. As such, it cannot explain any of the experimental recovery data
which show a marked voltage dependence, in particular at positive bias, a temperature
dependence, and also considerable dependence on the details of the fabrication process.
Additional manifestations of basically the same problem are shown in Fig. 4, where the
RD model is used to predict the impact of duty-factor (DF) dependent stress. During DF
stress the stress is periodically interrupted with a switch back to the threshold voltage to
emulate the on-time experienced by a transistor in a real circuit. Again, poor agreement
with experiment is obtained.
Numerous attempts have been made to salvage the model by adding further refinements. None of them solves the basic problem of the model as will be demonstrated in
the following. In fact, most refinements even break the universality and are in that sense
even worse than simple RD models.
Two-Region RD Model: Diffusion in the Polysilicon Gate
With the advent of modern technology nodes it was realized that it is impossible to
argue in favor of hydrogen diffusion in oxide layers only a few nanometers thick and it
was suggested that the diffusion also occurs in the polysilicon gate (31). By assuming
different diffusivities in SiO2 and the polysilicon gate, this was considered a chance to
introduce faster recovery than that normally predicted by RD theory and to explain fast
and slow components. However, as we will demonstrate, none of this appears to be the
case.
The simplest refinement of the RD model is built around the assumption of two different diffusivities in the oxide and the polysilicon gate. Such a two-region model based
on H2 diffusion is schematically shown in Fig. 5. During the initial stress, the oxide is
rapidly filled with hydrogen. During that phase, the model behaves just like the standard
H2 RD model. As soon as the diffusion front reaches the polysilicon interface, H2 starts
piling up, thereby slowing down the degradation by lowering the concentration gradient.
Eventually, H2 starts spilling over the interface, thereby creating a new diffusion front.
As soon as the H2 concentration in the polysilicon dominates over the H2 concentration
in the oxide, the model again behaves like the standard H2 RD model (31), see Fig. 6.
Such an intermediary kink introduced by the transition of these two regimes during stress,
however, has never been experimentally observed.
During recovery, the ’faster’ H2 inside the oxide results in accelerated recovery which
sets in earlier than predicted by [3]. In fact, the functional form of this initial recovery
still follows [3], when the stress time ts is replaced by the time the initial degradation
started to pile up and temporarily saturate. Depending on the ratio of H2 stored in the
oxide and the polysilicon regions, the recovery will either follow the traces of the saturated
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population, or, for longer stress, behave just like the standard H2 RD recovery as soon
as the H2 concentration in the oxide can be neglected over the concentration inside the
polysilicon. Since the amount of H2 in the oxide is basically saturated while only the
population in the polysilicon grows, the recovery will not be universal, in contrast to
experimental data, cf. Fig. 7.
Two-Interface RD Model: Impact of the Oxide/Polysilicon Interface
In another attempt to improve the original RD model, the two-region model was refined
based on the observed increase of stress-induce leakage current after NBTI stress, which
suggests trap generation also at the oxide/polysilicon interface (32). The model assumes
that atomic hydrogen is released from the silicon/oxide interface, quickly diffuses through
the oxide and plucks off a hydrogen atom from a previously passivated interface state.
The thereby formed H2 then diffuses into the polysilicon, see Fig. 8. As with the tworegion model, this model was suspected to explain the fast recovery seen in experiments.
During stress, after an initial plateau, this model also behaves like the standard H2 model,
see Fig. 9. During recovery, the hydrogen stored in the oxide layer causes a fast initial
recovery, see Fig. 10. Contrary to experiment, though, the relative importance of this
fast initial recovery diminishes with increasing stress time. This is because the generated
interface states in the RD model are exactly equal to the amount of released hydrogen
and since the hydrogen concentration in the oxide reaches a quasi-equilibrium value, the
amount of interface states that can be passivated using this hydrogen decreases with
increasing stress. Thus, non-universal humps are introduced.
RD Model with Explicit Dimerization
Another refinement proposed to improve the model prediction during the initial stress
phase is based on the idea that dimerization does not occur instantly and consequently
both H0 and H2 can exist and diffuse in parallel (33). This is schematically visualized
in Fig. 11. Since the long-term power-law exponent given by the H2 model should be
maintained, the parameters of the refined model have to be chosen in a way to guarantee
quasi-equilibrium of the dimerization rate equation at longer stress times. Thereby, only
the initial degradation phase is modified, leading to a short region with a power-law with
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exponent 1/3. This was claimed to be in agreement with experimental data (33). It
has also been speculated that the existence of both H0 and H2 populations may allow a
description of fast recovery. Quite to the contrary, however, a rigorous simulation reveals
that there is no impact on recovery whatsoever, see Fig. 12, and the model predicts the
same (wrong) recovery as the standard H0 and H2 models.
RD Model with Interface State Occupancy Dynamics
In an attempt to explain the ubiquitous log-like recovery characteristics observed following NBTI stress, it was suggested that this may be a measurement artifact as the
occupancy of the interface states cannot follow the quick changes of the gate voltage
(12): Right after stress, all interface states are positively charged (the lone electron of
the dangling bond is missing) and as during recovery the Fermi-level is moved above the
silicon valence band, electrons are captured (the hole is emitted), which indeed results
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in a log(tr ) component. Although such a charging transient is undeniable, the extensive
literature available on interface state charging dynamics using Shockley-Read-Hall theory (SRH) clearly states that the transients due to electron capture are well within the
nano-second range for the bias changes considered here and do not cause any error in the
measurements, see Fig. 13. For example, the typical maximum time constant for interface
states is in the millisecond regime for traps located at mid-gap (34). During a typical
bias-switch in NBTI measurements, however, the Fermi-level is moved from below the
valence band (stress) to the threshold level, which is not too far from the valence band
either. Thus, the maximum time constant of these charging transients is small and also
independent of stress time, again resulting in non-universal humps in relaxation transients.
RD Models with Dispersive Transport
It has long been understood that hydrogen motion through amorphous materials is a
rather complex phenomenon. This is because hydrogen readily reacts with the surrounding lattice, thereby breaking and rearranging bonds. Furthermore, hydrogen can exist in
various charge states, H+ , H0 , and H− , depending on the local chemical potential. Various attempts have been made to describe hydrogen transport but due to its complexity
empirical models are often used. Interestingly, hydrogen transport in SiO2 has not been
as well investigated as for instance in amorphous hydrogenated silicon or polysilicon and
no universally accepted model exists for any of those material systems (27, 35). A common feature to modeling attempts, though, is the existence of a broad density of states
for possible hydrogen capture sites. Unfortunately, this density of states may change
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with hydrogen motion. Depending on the concentration of hydrogen, hydrogen diffusion
may appear classical in the high concentration limit, or dispersive, for low concentrations
(36–40).
Classical diffusion refers to the standard diffusion equation based on a single transport
level as has been schematically used for instance in Figs. 1 and 2. This means that for
each ’hop’ of a hydrogen atom to a neighboring position, the same barrier height has to
be surmounted, resulting in a uniform motion. For example, an initial concentration peak
will result in the typical Gaussian broadening with time. In contrast, dispersive transport
proceeds via a broad distribution of energy levels, which implies that each hop may face
a vastly different energy barrier. Some of these hops will occur rapidly, leading to quick
filling of shallow states. As time progresses, more and more deep states will be filled,
resulting in a dramatic slow-down of the average hydrogen motion (41). Empirically, this
can be approximately described by a time-dependent diffusivity D(t) = D0 (ν0 t)β−1 , with
β being a temperature-dependent dispersion parameter, ν0 an attempt frequency, and D0
a microscopic diffusion constant (42).
More rigorous dispersive transport models were first applied to describe the movement
of holes in amorphous materials (37) and H+ after irradiation damage (40). While the first
studies were based on the continuous time random walk (CTRW) theory developed by
Scher and Montrol (37, 40), multiple-trapping (MT) models were proposed soon afterwards
(38, 39, 41). Both models exhibit similar features (43–45) and their simplified versions were
used to describe NBTI (46–50).
Based on the above given ideas, extended reaction-dispersive-diffusion models (RDD)
have been proposed (10, 46–48). In these models it has been argued that transport of
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Figure 15: Comparison of the two boundary conditions used so far in dispersive RD models.
Left: Models based on the multiple-trapping equations (see Fig. 14) assume that only hydrogen
residing in the transport level interacts with the interface states. Right: In simplified models
based on a time-dependent diffusivity it is implicitly assumed that all hydrogen, regardless of
the depth of the trap level can move back to the interface at the same rate.

the hydrogen species inside the oxide is dispersive, consistent with hydrogen diffusion
measurements (27, 35) and available models for irradiation damage (40, 51). Interestingly,
in these models the power-law exponent depends on a temperature-dependent dispersion
parameter. One feature common to published trap-controlled dispersive NBTI models
is that they predict a reduction of the power-law exponent with increasing dispersion
(10, 47, 48). However, in contrast to that it was observed that inclusion of traps into
the standard RD model increases the exponent (30). In addition, a straight-forward
application of the dispersive multiple-trapping transport model (38, 39, 41) also increases
the exponent (52), in contradiction to these published reaction-dispersive-diffusion (RDD)
models (10, 46–48).
A detailed analysis has revealed that the boundary condition at the Si/SiO2 interface
is the main reason for this discrepancy (50). In the variant where the traps are explicitly accounted for in the model (see Fig. 14), only hydrogen residing in the hydrogen
conduction band (the transport state) is allowed to re-passivate an interface state. This
slows down the reverse rate of the RD model as most hydrogen resides on the trap levels,
while the forward rate is unaffected. Consequently, the degradation is accelerated and
the power-law time exponent increases. In addition, the model predicts this power-law
exponent to decrease with temperature, which is in contradiction to all currently available
observations (4, 10, 53).
In contrast, simplified models do not normally differentiate between trapped and free
hydrogen but only consider a total hydrogen concentration (49). This total hydrogen
concentration is then used in the backward rate for the RD interface reaction. Microscopically this implies that all hydrogen regardless of its binding level can go back to the
interface with the same probability, see Fig. 15. As a consequence, since the traps store a
considerable amount of hydrogen directly at the interface, the backward rate is dramatically increased resulting in a decreased overall degradation. Furthermore, the power-law
slope is predicted to increase linearly with temperature, consistent with experimental results obtained with delayed measurements (4, 10), but inconsistent with the delay-free
measurement results of (18, 53).
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Figure 16: Simulated degradation and recovery using the two reaction-dispersive-diffusion
(RDD) models. Left: Models allowing only the hydrogen in the conduction band to passivate
an interface state predict an increase in the power-law slope during stress while models using the
total amount of hydrogen for passivation show decreased degradation. Right: During recovery
the trends are reversed: models based on the conduction band hydrogen show a retarded recovery
as the hydrogen has to be first released from the trap level to the conduction band from where it
can re-passivate an interface state. Models using the total hydrogen concentration show a rapid
initial recovery from the hydrogen stored directly at the interface (time constants outside the
visible are shown above) followed by a slower recovery controlled by dispersive back diffusion.
Although the recovery can be slowed down and thus made to cover more decades, neither model
is consistent with experimental data.

Reversed trends are observed during recovery (Fig. 16): in models that only allow
hydrogen from the hydrogen conduction band to re-passivate an interface state, the recovery is delayed as the hydrogen from the deep traps has to be thermally activated to
the hydrogen conduction band first before re-passivation becomes possible. In contrast,
when a model does not differentiate between trapped and free hydrogen, a rapid initial
recovery is observed which is then followed by a similar recovery controlled by dispersive
back-diffusion. Interestingly, the recovery predicted by the standard RD model (the trapfree case) is like a water-shed which lies exactly between those two variants and cannot
be crossed by either model. As such, total hydrogen models always recover too fast while
conduction band hydrogen models can produce very long relaxation tails but lack any fast
initial recovery. Consequently, none of these models is able to explain the experimental
data.
General Conclusions on RD Models
We have shown that irrespective of the extensions applied to the RD model, the
recovery behavior observed during measurement cannot be described with the published
RD variants in their present form. The fact that some OTF measurements and fast MSM
measurements give exponents of around n = 0.15, which is close to the value predicted by
the H2 based RD model (n = 1/6), should not let one arrive at the conclusion that the
RD model is consequently reasonable. In particular, we think one has to be extremely
cautious with a point of view that the RD model correctly covers the stress part while

Interface

Oxide Bulk

Interface

Si–H ⇋ Si• + H
Initial
Stress

Oxide Bulk

Si–H ⇋ Si• + H
Long−Time
Stress

Figure 17: Schematic view of the dispersive bond breaking mechanism at the interface. Initially, weaker bonds are broken while stronger bonds only break after longer and heavier stress
conditions.

only the relaxation part needs to be refined. The point to make here is that the 1/6
exponent during the RD stress phase is a result of a delicate interplay between the forward
and backward reactions (2). Without the backward reaction, which dominates the time
evolution by inserting the ’diffusion-limited’ component into the RD model, the forward
reaction alone would result in n = 1. It is only during relaxation, where the forward
rate is suppressed, that the poor performance of the RD reverse reaction becomes visible.
Consequently, we do not see any reason to believe the very same reverse reaction to be
valid during the stress phase to constructively change the reaction-limited exponent of
n = 1 to the ’correct’ diffusion-limited value of n = 1/6.
In a nutshell, we finally have to conclude that reaction-diffusion models cannot capture
NBTI. In particular, it appears that hydrogen diffusion does not control the degradation,
at least not in the way suggested so far.
Dispersive-Reaction-Rate Models
The models that have been discussed so far assume that there is a single binding
energy between the interface state and its passivating hydrogen atom. In fact, there is
experimental evidence that this is not the case (54). Rather, due to the amorphous nature
of the interfacial layer between the silicon and oxide region the binding energy shows a
Gaussian broadening with a variance of about 0.1 eV, see Fig. 17. This dispersion in the
binding energy has been used to generalize the forward rate of reaction-diffusion theory
(17, 55) by using a suitable average. Since several charge-pumping (CP) experiments
indicate that the recovery of interface states is not as pronounced as the recovery of the
total ∆Vth shift, the generated interface states were assumed to be permanent and the
backward reaction was omitted (17, 55).
Although models assuming a dispersion of the defect creation rate could be considered
special cases of the RD theory, they are markedly different as in these models diffusion
plays no role. These models have been shown to be able to reproduce data obtained
by charge-pumping measurements during both stress and recovery (17, 55). In order to
explain the significant recovery in the total threshold-voltage shift ∆Vth , hole trapping
models have been added.
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Figure 18: Extension of the dispersivebond breakage model using three distinct energy levels results in a triplewell model. The second well is energetically higher than the first and the
third well and forms a transitional saddle point. Transitions from the second
well back to the first well are fast, while
the third well represents the permanent
component/lock-in.

V5

The Triple-Well Model
The dispersive bond-breaking model was developed based on the observation that
charge-pumping currents show poor recovery compared to the overall recovery of ∆Vth .
This has often been interpreted as being due to the delay: charge-pumping measurements
are inherently slow (seconds range) and may therefore miss a considerable fraction of
interface-state recovery (18). Secondly, it has been pointed out that CP is highly invasive
due to the application of positive bias and may thus distort the measurement results (56).
In order to quickly capture the density of interface states during NBTI degradation
without allowing for too much recovery, the on-the-fly charge pumping method has been
recently developed (57). Li et al. tried to minimize relaxation by using the stress gate
voltage as the charge-pumping base level, and pulses with a duty cycle as low as possible.
In addition, prior to the actual charge pumping sequence, the dependence of relaxation on
the duty cycle of the charge pumping pulses is determined, and subsequent measurements
are extrapolated to zero duty cycle.
Based on the results obtained by this method it has been suggested that interface states
may also show rapid recovery, a feature conventionally explained by hole detrapping. In
an attempt to develop a model that describes NBTI solely by slow and fast recovery
of interface states only, we have recently proposed a triple-well model for NBTI (58).
The model is based on the assumption that interface state depassivation occurs via an
intermediate state into a complete removal of the hydrogen atom, see Fig. 18. Via this
intermediate state fast recovery can be explained. Although the model can be fitted to a
large amount of data (cf. Fig. 19), there are a number of issues: first, the variance of the
intermediate state had to be set to very large values (1 eV) in order to match the data in
an extended temperature and voltage range. Such a large variance would be unusual for
binding energies and distort the initially assumed Gaussian distribution of binding energies
to an effectively flat distribution. Finally, a theoretical and experimental analysis of the
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Figure 19: Evaluation of the triple-well model (solid lines: total, dashed lines: ’permanent’
component) against the data taken on SiON devices (58). For the model evaluation the measurement sequence was simulated using fixed parameters in a single simulation run, just like the
real measurement. Very good accuracy is obtained for both temperatures during stress (left,
shown for 50 ◦ C) and relaxation (right).

on-the-fly charge-pumping technique suggests that the underlying microscopic assumption
of fast interface state recovery is very likely an artifact of the method (59).
Consequently, the microscopic interpretation of fast interface state recovery had to
be abandoned. Nonetheless, the successful mathematical framework of dispersive rate
equations can be used to describe hole trapping in a multiphonon hole capture process
(60), which is broadly consistent with existing 1/f noise models (61, 62).
Hole Trapping Models
A number of authors have suggested that the pronounced recovery of ∆Vth upon the
removal of stress is due to hole detrapping, a process consistent with the recovery following
a ubiquitous logarithmic time dependence (8). Furthermore, the strong bias-dependence
seems to be intuitively compatible with hole trapping and detrapping.
In order to explain the broad distribution of time scales and the bias dependence observed during both stress and recovery, various hole trapping models have been suggested.
However, a critical analysis reveals that, although some of these models can produce excellent fits under certain circumstances, see Fig. 20, their underlying microscopic explanation
is either missing or questionable. For instance, the detailed hole trapping model developed
by Tewksbury (17, 34) is based on elastic hole trapping into pre-existing traps, which in
modern ultra-thin gate dielectric layers gives maximum time constants in the millisecond
regime only.
Furthermore, elastic hole trapping is only weakly temperature-dependent, in contradiction to short time stress data which can show a pronounced temperature activation
and is absent at low temperatures. Finally, elastic hole tunneling would be linearly dependent on the electric field, in contrast to experimental data which show a power-law or
exponential dependence on the stress field (60).
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smoothen out the simulation result.
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Combined Models
Reaction-diffusion theory and dispersive-reaction-rate models are frequently combined
with hole trapping models to improve the quality of the prediction (17, 67). However,
these models do not take the frequently observed correlation between the created interface
states and the oxide charges into account (4). In consequence, they often fail to reproduce
the temperature and voltage dependence of the overall degradation behavior as the strong
temperature dependence of the permanent component results in a ’run-away’ with respect
to the hole-trapping component, see Fig. 21.
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Figure 22: The multiphonon-field-assisted tunneling process used to explain the experimental
data: elastic tunneling into deep states is only allowed when the excess energy of holes can be
released via a multiphonon emission process. The probability for a thermionic transition over the
barrier ∆EB has been estimated as exp(−∆EB /kB T ) using 1D reaction-coordinate calculations
(63–65). Application of an electric field shifts the total energy of the valence band state (dashed
line), increasing the transition probability by exp(F 2 /Fc2 ), with Fc being a reference field. (65,
66).

The Two-Stage Model
To overcome the above mentioned issues, we have recently suggested a model where
holes are inelastically trapped into deep states which in turn acts as a catalyst to interface state generation (60). The assumptions leading to the model are as follows: under
the electric field applied during bias temperature stress, defect precursors in the oxide
(oxygen vacancies) break and create hole traps (E ′ centers). Defect creation and charge
trapping can be described using an inelastic multiphonon process (65, 66) as schematically illustrated in Fig. 22. Fundamental arguments from statistical mechanics suggest
that the mere presence of these E ′ centers, which are basically silicon dangling bonds
inside the oxide, strongly favors the depassivation of interface states (68). Consequently,
oxide and interface charge creation proceeds via two stages and both creation processes
are coupled. We remark that such two-stage models provide the standard explanation for
defect creation following irradiation (40).
A first evaluation of the model to stress and recovery data, arbitrary bias switches
in pure silicon dioxide, nitrided oxides, and well-behaved high-κ gate stacks delivered
promising results (60) and calibration results for ultra-thin SiON devices are given in
Fig. 23.
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Figure 23: Left: Experimental validation of the two-stage model: the degradation resulting
from three different bias conditions is compared to the measurement data. The data are given
by symbols while the solid lines are the overall simulated degradation with the dashed lines
giving the simulated interface state density. For better visibility, the data are normalized to
the simulated recovery after the last stress phase at tr = 2 µs. Clearly, the decrease in slope for
increasing stress is well reproduced. Right: Temperature scaling: The model also scales properly
at different temperatures, avoiding the ’run-away’ of the permanent component present in the
uncoupled model.

Conclusions
We have thoroughly analyzed existing NBTI models and identified a number of serious
shortcomings, implying that the physical assumptions underlying these models cannot be
correct. Most notably, all models using some hydrogen-diffusion control must be ruled
out in their present forms. The conventionally used hole trapping models, on the other
hand, are temperature-independent and show a linear field dependence, in contrast to
data. Based on these results we suggest a new model using multiphonon-field-assisted
tunneling which delivers promising results.
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